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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
I The work reported here was performed under contract to NASA's Johnson Space
Center (JSC) over the period of April 1984 through November 1984. NASA has !identified a return to the lunar surface as one candidate mission for the
2000. Suggested scenarios for lunar surface activities all involve
year
substantial electrical power needs. The two main competitive electric
power sources are solar and nuclear. The major disadvantage with solar
_l power is the need to provide long term energy storage of up to 14 earth
l days, depending on where the base power system is located. However, solar
power, and particularly photovoltaic solar units, offer a proven
• _ technology. The potential advantages for nuclear fission power sources are
I the reduced need for storage and, even ignoring storage, the large savings
in total mass to be transported to the moon for initial electric power
systems.
I One scenario which defines overal1 power needs and the way in which nuclear
fission power could contribute toward meeting those needs is illustrated i_
N Figure I. That figure was part of a JSC presentation to a Lunar BaseWorking Group Los Alamos National Laborato y i April 1984. The four
development phases cover a range of lunar activities ranging from unmanned
excursions (Phase I) up through large scale manufacturing and utilization
I of Lunar Resources (Phase IV).
The three primary objectives identified for the current contract work were
I to 1) evaluate feasibility of utilizing nuclear fission power as theprimary power source for a manned lunar base in the year 2000, 2)
recommend preliminary design of such systems with adequate detail to
i provide estimates of criticai quantities such as specific mass pe,r unitpower output, and 3) identify unique technology developments required for
a lunar base nuclear power system. In order to implement those objectives,
five specific tasks were defined as shown below:
I A. Perform literature search on previous studies of nuclear fission
power sources for lunar bases.
I B. Assess current status of SP-IO0 project and associated
technologies as they apply to lunar power systems up to 1 MWe in
I size.
C. Select overall system under near-term and/or proven technology
constraints.
I D. Select second system on basis of projected year 2000 technology.
I E. Provide level A description, including conceptual drawings, ofsystem of choice.
l The results of task A were reported in the May monthly contract report.Several literature sources have been added to that earlier list. The
complete list is included in this report as Appendix C,
selected REFERENCES/BIBLIOGRAPHY. The numbering system used in that
l appendix will be used to reference documents throughout the remainder ofthis report. The other four tasks will be addressed in various sections in
the remainder of this report, though not in the exact order listed above.
!
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II. CURRENT STATUS OF SP-IO0 PROGRAM >
There have been significant changes in the administrative structure of the
SP-IO0 project slnce the beginning of this contract. The most important of
I these is that the SP-IO0 project has been folded into the Strategic Defense _"Initiative under the office of General Abramson. It is not clear at this _.
point how the administrative structural change will affect either the '_
timetable or the initial product of the SP-IO0 project. For the purposes
I of report, it assumed the SP-IOO system will be
this is that initial
: available for civilian missions such as power upgrade of the space station
,_ and a return-to-lunar-surfacemission.
I It is important to recognize that the SP-IO0 Program does not represent a
sinsle power system design either in terms of the types of subsystems or of
i the power level associated with the overall system. Nevertheless, a majorgoal appears still to be the development of a 100 kWe class space nuclear :,
power system available for use in the early 1990s. At the same time, a ._
view is being taken toward technology development for much larger, i.e. 1
I to IO0 MWe A general conceptual configuration for SP-IO0
systems. an power Isystem is shown in Figure 2, which was also presented at the April 84
working qroup meeting in Los Alamos. Reference to this figure will be
I helpful in understanding further discussions of the SP-IO0 Programpresented below.
i The Program is now in the technology assessment and advancement phase.Current plans are to make a decision on space reactor system concepts by
July of 1985 in order to move into the ground engineering s-'_temphase o,_
development. The various reactor and power conversion systems still under
I consideration in the current phase are as follows:
1) A fast liquid-lithium cooled reactor coupled with a thermoelectric
I converter.
2) An in-core thermionic system with a pumped sodium-potasium
i cooiant.
3) A low temperature reactor using liquid-metal-fast-reactor
technology coupled with a Stirling system.
I 4) An advanced fast liquid-metal-cooled reactor coupled to a Brayton
power conversion subsystem.
I All four of those systems have the potential to meet the SP-100
requirements outlined in the next section. However, in order to do so, all
m of the systems wlll require technology advances. Of the four systemsidentified above, all but the first also have the potential to grow into
one megawatt electric and higher power systems. The technical issues which
must be resolved in each case in order to meet the initial requirements of
m the SP-IO0 program are also the main issues involved in scaling to thehigher powers. Thus, a successful completion of the SP-IO0 Program based
on any of the latter three systems should lead in a straightforward manner
to a 1 MWe system.
1
3
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f II. I. Comparison With T>,picalPhotovoltaic S_stem !_
IAssuming that the SP-IO0 Program were to produce a system which metall of the initial stated requirements, the resulting nuclear power systemi would have significant advantages over solar. The specific requirementsare listed below:
l - EOM (i0 year length, 7 year full power operation) I00 KWe output- .95 reliability for 2 years (initial system) to 7 years (later Ii systems)- 3000 kg mass limitl - Launch by STS with payloa_ and propulsion system
- 1/3 of STS cargo bay _olume
- All nuclear aerospace safety requirements plus STS launch safety
l requirements
The particular advantages of the resulting nuclear system over solar
planar systems would derive from t.he overall mass savings. First therewould be significant mass and cost savings with the nuclear because of the
ability of the nuclear system to operate during the lunar night. No
storage systems would be needed except for emergency power. However, even
l ignoring the cost of the stnrage hardware - both production and shipping -nuclear has significant ad,,antages. Assuming that a continuous equivalent
100 KWe power availability is required, the cost of hardware and
l transportation can be compared for the solar and nuclear systems as shownbelow:
l - HARDWARESolar: 200 kWe x $.75M/kWe = $150M
Nuclear: 100 kWe unit cost estimates vary from $50M to $150M for
l "copies" of SP-IO0
- TRANSPORTATION
I Solar: 200 kWe x 69 kg x $12,000 x 2.2 Ibm = $364M
kWe Ibm kg
t Nuclear: Assuming SP-IO0 requirement of 30 kg/kWe,
100 kWe x 30 k x $12,000 x 2.2 Ibm = $79.2M
"TI_T kgI
- TOTAL COSTS
l Solar: $514M
Nuclear: $12gM to $23_
II. 2. SP-IO0 Modification and Development Issues for Use on Lunar Surface
One overriding ground rule which was followed in looking atutilization of an SP-IO0 system for a lunar base is that the system would
be landed on the lunar surface fully assembled and essentlally ready to
l operate. Intervention by personnel was assumed to be minimal and
5
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_* restricted to such tasks as "plugging in" the remote power conditioning and
I control module (landed separately) and running power lines to the user.
i Tasks such as deploying radiators or excavating special shielding walls
were precluded. A second Ground rule 'wasthat modifications to the SP-IO0
I system for adaptation to operation on the lunar surface should he minimalif not ze o. These two rules were adhered to very closely.
: II Five specific issues were identified in connection with direct use of '_.
:i _ an unmodifie_ SP-IO(J system on the lunar surface. These issues are all
' related to the fact that the SP-IO0 was designed for use in space in an
unmanned situation. None of these issues appears limiting; however, some
of them may require minor modifications to the basic SP-IO0 product.
!_ 1) Structural support and orientation of system on lunar surface :';_
I i 2) Radiator effectiveness _"3) Reactor component temperatures _'
4) Use of lunar materials for shielding
i jj 5) Power delivery
! Each of these issues is discussed briefly below"
m 1) General agreement to this point has been that the system should be2
g oriented with the reactor down (see Figure 3) in order to make maximum
: utilization of the radiator (both inner :nd outer surface of upper
_ i sections). The reduced g field should allow a simple arrangement to
m support the system as sketche# in Figure 3. Each pad would be required to
_ support approximately 300 pounds. The landing vehicle would have a mostly
_ open support platform so tha_ the radiators primarily would view the lunar
m surface, little fuel would be left in the tanks followingA1thr:,ugh
landing, the tesks should be vented before operation of the reactor.
l 2) Since the radiator dees not "see" low temperature space on themoon, but will be designed that way for the SP-IO0 roject, an evaluation
was made of the effectiveness of the radiators near a sometimes hot lunar
l surface. Radiation heat transfer calculations involving thermal energyinterchange between the lunar surface and the main radiators of the reactor
system were carried out for various assumed heat rejection rates and heat
rejection temperatures, i.e. for different proposed SP-IO0 systems. The
I model used to perform the calculations is described in Appendix A. Inthose calculations the assumption was made that there was a solar heat flux
of 1400 watts/m2 falling on the exposed lunar surface. Without the reactor
I present this would have resulted in a surface temperature (lunar noon) ofapproximately 400 K. The prese ce of th reactor system results in
slightly higher lunar surface temperatures around the base of the reactor
support system. Along with this, for a fixed heat rejection rate, therequired radiator temperatures would be elevated above the SP-IO0 design
temperature by 10-20 K depending on the specific system design.
l These calculated results suggest that one of three alternatives mightbe considered. The first is slmply to run the system at slightly higher L_;,
temperature levels. If this were not judged to he an acceptable approach _
I based on temperature 11mlts within the total power system, the entiresy tem could be derated by a few percent. As a third alternative, a
slightly bigger radiator could be supplied to maintain the
5
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--_ J full rated power output. At any rate, this does not appear to be a serious
l problem. The radiator design temperatures for all of the systems under
consideration are all significantly higher than the anticipated maximum
i lunar surface temperatures.aR
I 3) The design studies for SP-IO0 to this point t,a_e rot provided
w sufficient detail to determine whether the reactor compor_ . _eratures _
would be seriously elevated by having the reactor contain¢ ",_;loc_ ,Jclose
l to the hot lunar surface. In virtually all designs u_J_.rc_nsi, ration _either beryllium or beryllium oxide materials are used in conjuqction with ':':"
absorbers in control drums surrounding the reactor core. The temperature
l restrictions on these, beryllium components are more severe _i-anhon theactor c re fuel. This means that th system designs would rely (in af
space environment) on a combination of insulation between the core and _"/_'_Im control drums plus radiative he transfer from the sid s of the reactor
containment in order to maintain the proper radial temperature distribution
|
within the components.
Simple arguments can be made to show that the radial temperature
_I distribution should not be significantly affected by the presence of the
lunar surface unless the reactor containment is buried in a small cavit) or
_ uncooled side _Ing is added. The arguments are outlined below.
m
The useful upper limit temperature for berylIium metal is
m, approx4mately i075 K. To provide a margin of safety, Gssume beryllium
temperatures are restricted to I000 K. This means the outer surface of the
i containment could be at essentially this temperature. As long as there is
I
sufficient thermal insulation between the core and the beryllium control
, m drums to limit heat flow to a level which could be radiated from the 1000 K
1 containment surface to the lunar environment, no problems would be
! anticipated. Consider how much insulation is required and whether this
1 could easily be incorporated into the reactor design.1
i: I Even if the containment surface were radiating to a 700 K lunar
surface (much higher than calculations of Appendix A indicate), the surface
heat flux could be as high as 43 kW/m2. To limit the heat flux for a 500 K
temperature drop (1500 K cold leg return for GE baseline design minus 1000
K beryllium) to 43 KW/m2 requires the equivalent of 2 to 3 mm of asbestos
I insulation. Thus, as long as the outer containment surface is able toradiate to anticipated lunar environmen s and a prop rly _esigned insu ator
is incorporated between the core and control drums, no temperature problems
i are anticipated.
4) In order to minimize exposure to personnel, the reactor system
should be placed in a crater. The c-dter should have the following
l characteristics: a) its wails should de of sufficient height to prov;de
the desired radiation protection for persons outside the crater, and b)
the crater should be large enough in diameter (e.g. 100 m) and with a
l gentle enough slope (llmlted to a few degrees in the center) that theradiator temperature problems outllned in number Z) above ave not "__;.
aggravated. The option of burying the reactor in a cavity requires
i excavation and other site preparation and raises _uestlons about radiative Lcooling of the r_acl.orcontainment. _Ing on the _slc ground rule that we
sln_Iy wlsh to drop" the reactor on the lunar surface wlth llttle _urface
Interventlon, t._;sposslblllty was eliminated. _,,! -
8
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A second major consideration in placing the reactor near the surface
I is backscattered radiation from the surface 6f the will in
that nw)on result
increased radiation exposure (both neutron and gamma) to items located
behind the shadow shield. This is no_ a problem in free space, where the
l shadow shield is designed specifically to account for radiation comingdirectly from the core and where there are no nearby reflecting surfaces.
_ j Some simple experiments were run to try to estimate the increased
: 1 radiation exposures that would be experienced behind the shadow shield due
: to reflection off the lunar surface. The results of those experiments are
included in Appendix B. Design details of the experiments are also
I provided there. These experiments were run at a time when we did not have
available detailed information on the ]eometry and the makeup of the shadow
shield. Thus nonprototypic shield thicknesses were used, and the results
m are not directly appl.cable to the SP-IO0 system. This is especially truewith regard to neutron dos s. Nevertheles , based on the limited data it
appears that backscattered fast and thermal neutrons could produce
m increased dose rates behind _ne shadow, perhaps by an order of magnitude,depending on the height of the system above the lunar surface. It does
appear, however, that the increase in gamma doses under such geometry would
n_ be significant, perhaps only the order of 10-20%. Of a]l the systems
J under consideration, the thermoelectric power conversion system wo.ld bemost affected by this problem.
I S) Power delivery was originally considered to be a problem, but thishas been dismiss d based on ev ew of older ports which _ssumed ra er {
long distances of power transport between the prime source a_w_ power
i modules and predicted only a few percent lots.
To summarize what came out of consideration of the 5 specific issues
11sted above, issue 4) seems to be the most impcrtant. As a result, a
I specific modification to the proposed shield designs for the various SP-IO0programs was developJd and Is discussed below.
L
I Ill. SYSTEM BASED ON PROJECTED YEAR 2000 TECHNOLOGY
The only current major effort in space reactor system technology
i advancement is that connected with the SP-IO0 Program. Thus year 2000technology by default likely will be that available from the SP-100
Program. After examination of the current status of the program and the
technology advances which must be made in order to meet its goals, we
I belleve that it w111 be a severe test of the year 2000 technology to simplymeet the current SP-IO0 Program requirements. In particular, consider the
requi-ement of 30 kilograms mass/kilowatt of electric power. To reduce the
l mass per unit power to that range requires advances both In t_ reactorsystems compared to current technology and in the power converslon
systems. That statement Is consistent with the assessment by Rockwell
Internatlona119 which concluded that, although a mass-to-power ratlo of 30
I kg/kWe may be met by 1997, not 11kely to be met approxlmately
it is until
2001.
I At thts stage tt ts not clear which specific system wlli come out of theSP-IO0 program at that time. Wtth at least four ain systems and several
variations on some of those systems under consideration, the major
!
t
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YI statementsthat could be made at this point are envelopingones. Sincethe
STS is all that is expectedto be availableto carry SP-IO0into space,one II[_':L
I can be fairly confidenton volumeand mass limits. Thus the SP-IO0willlook approximatelylike the sketch in Figure 2 and will be limited to
approximately3000 kg mass. To providefurther projecteddesign details
l requiresa selectionof a specificsystem. For puTposesof this report.,as lectionwas made. We selectedthe design pro esedoriqinallyby Gener l
_ Electric20 and made publicat the Albuquerqueconferencein January1984.
I There has been more informationavailableto the publicon this designthan ";;_w_on most oth rs,ev n th ughdetails_e no available. _i
Since tne Albuquerquecoriference,son_ modificationsto the pr_pGSC__design
I have been suggested. "'e most importantof these i_ direct conductive _J_'_
couplirgof the sourceheat pipe substr_teto the thermoelectricdevicehot _;_
shoes. This will result in core temperaturereductionsof about 200 K
i while havinglittleeffecton the designedradiatortemperatures. _
IIl.1.ProposedModification
'1 We proposeone modificationto limit radiationfield increasesbehindthe
•. shadow shield due to backscatteroff the lunar surface, The modification
! simultaneouslymaintainsdesiredradialtemperaturedistributionwithinthe
I containment. It is the introductionc-t cooled side shieldingaround thet reactor. The.side shield would incorporatelow temperatureheat pipes
running from the shield/containment interface to the outer surfaces of t'_
m shield. Conceptualdrawingsof the fast liquid-lithiumcooled reactorwith
! m thermoelectricconverter and incorporatinga side shield are shown in
_ Figures4 and 5. Figure4 is a compositeand _daptationof severalfigures
the paper by Katucki et presented at Albuquerquein Januaryfrom a120
I 1984. The readeris referencedto the paper for detailsof how the designi stood at thct time.
J_ The side shield design must considerseveralcharacteristicsof the coreII designand the variouscontroland shieldingmaterials. The meltingpoint
I of the LiH used as neutronshieldingis approximately950 K. The useful
upper temperaturelimiton berylliumis approximately1075 K. A r_asonable
design goal is to maintain these material._at temperatures100 K below
their limits. That is why the short, low temperatureheat pipes were
incorporatedinto the side shielddesign.
l It should not be necessaryto includegamma shieldingin the side shield.
Also, the side shield does not need to be as thick as the shadow shield,
I since the backscatteredradiationwhich passesthroughthe side shieldandrefl ctsoff the luna surface s diffusedby the distanc sfromreactorto
surface and _ck to the region above the shadow shield. A side shield
I thickness of 14 cm wo,Jld reduce fast neutron leakage by about a factor offour, yet would fit dtrectlv below the edges of the shadow shl¢ld. The
shieldcontainerwould be _n Integra'lpart of the reactorcontalnmnt, and _
the heat pipes could be pvt in ?lace before the LIH was poured. The
' tintimatecontact of r,hleld _r4 reactor containmentwould eJlsuredesiredtemperaturein the outer r_lors ,',(the cGntalnme_ since the LIH itself ,,would be cooledto approximatelyHSO K.
I The shield thickness of 14 cm would translate to anproxtm_tely 160 kg of
LIH, and the GE Baseline destgnZO could accommodate the added mass and
I still be under ttw_3000kg limit. _,-
I0
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Figure 5. Cross section of bott_ _g_nt of side shield
i showinglow temperatureheat pipes imbeddedinLiH.With twelvepipes at each axial location,
the power per heat pipewould be well within
i currentdesignlimits.
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!N IV. SYSTEM UTILIZING NEAR-TERM AND/OR PROVEN TECHNOLOGY
The concerns with advancing technology to meet SP-IO0 requirements are
dominated by concern regarding high temperature preformance of various
I components, subsystems, and the overall system. The second greatestncern i for reliability of various mechanical elements in the core/power
conversion train. Examples of these are mechanical pumps, rotating
i machinery, and mechanical bonds subject to thermal cycling. Static power r
_ conversioL systems generally have an advantage over dynamic in this regard.
i.: For reliable near-ter_ technology the core design and operating perameters
_il should conform closely to those of existing systems such as advanced
_ I liquid-metal-cooled fast reactor designs This latter requirement
<. translates to uranium oxide fuel clad with 316 stainless steel (or perhaps
• III niobium-l% zirconium) and cooled with liquid sodium. The peak coolant
l temperatures under proven technology would be in the range of 850 to 900
K. However, these temperatures would be much too low for any system to
l come close to meeting space requirements. Backup designs, one proposed byGeneral Electric and another using existing available commercial Brayton j
power conversion systems, would exhibit peak temperatures of the order of Z
1100 - 1150 K. We selected this value of 1150 K as an upper limit for
I design of systems based on near-term and/or proven technology. Theimmediate result of dropping power conversion inlet temperatures (or
reactor outlet temperatures) to the 1100 K range is to effectively derate
i the systems on a kg/kWe basis or on a m2 of radiator per kWe basis(d rating eans higher numbers in both catagories).
l With 1100 K outlet temperatures from a sodium cooled reactor, the Braytoncycle was eliminated from consideration. The deciding factor was the need
for an intermediate heat exchanger to heat the working gas as well as a
heat exchanger to deliver rejected heat from the power conversion system to
the radiators. (A gas radiator system was not considered acceptable basedon mass and area constraints.) With highe acceptable system temperatures
the Brayton cycle could again be competitiv
I The system recommended for near-term and/or proven technology employs a
static power conversion system and is very similar to the General Electric
i "Backup Design" presented at Albuquerque. The main differences would be asfollows: reactor outlet temperatures in the range of 1100 to 1150 K;
mechanical bonding of heat pipe substrate to thermocouple hot shoe; and
fixed radiator (no deployable sec.'ionsconsidered). The last change means
I that the system would not be able to meet the 6.1 meter length requirementof the SP-IO0 Program. However, by making the arbitrary decision to drop
to a total electric output of 50 kilowatts, the increased length due to
l pure fixed radiator is only 2.6 meters, bringing the total length of thesystem in the cargo bay to approximately 8.75 meters.
The increased length of fixed radiator will not increase the total mass of
I the system. Also no low temperature heat pipes would be needed to couple
the fixed and deployed radiators, since there is no deployed section. The
mass savings in heat pipes would help offset the additional side shielding
I added, so the 3000 kilograms predicted for General Electric's backup systemshould till hold. The geometry of the proposed system s hown in Figure
6. The total length of the source heat pipes for this system would be
l approximately 7 meters.
13
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i Technical feasibility would center around three items: 1) development ofheat exchanger for liquid sodium to heat pipe heat transfer, 2) mechanical
bond of heat pipe substrate to thermoelectric hot shoe at 1100 K, and 3)
steady state and dynamic operating characteristics of 7 meter heat pipes.
I All of these issues appear to be of a level of complexity such that they
would permit resolution with reasonable certainty before the year 2000. _
Indeed, this is a very conservative approach for a 50 kilowatt electric 14
I system compared to the various proposed SP-IO0 system_ to deliver 100 kWe.It is interesting to compare the cost and performance of this _ystem with _
that of the planar solar photovoltaic system as addressed earlier in this
i report. Now the comparison is between a 50 kWe nuclear system and a 100kWe solar system. Again storage costs are ignored for the solar system.
I ISolar: I00 kWe x $.75M/kWe = $75M
I Nuclear: same estimates as for I00 kWe unit: $50M to $150M
-TRANSPORTATIONII
mm _ Solar: 100 kWe x 69 kg x $12,000 x 2.2 Ibm = $182M
KWe Ibm kg
I Nuclear: 3000 kg x $12,000 x 2.2 Ibm = $79.2M
llS
I -TOTAL COSTS
Nuclear: $129M to $230M
>
Note that, even ignoring the storage issue, nuclear still appears .;
competitive in this near-term technology state. Moreover, the estimates
i for hardware would most certainly go to the low end of the range of _-$50M to $15M liste f r the nuclear option. Therefore, the nuclear system
would probably still offer approximately a two to one cost advantage and an
overall savings of the order of $120M. At these reduced system
i requirements, the reliability and life of the nuclear should besystem
extendable to the range of current solar planar systems.
I V. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on review of literature and on limited examination of nuclear power
i systems now proposed for space applications, it appears that a nuclearfission reactor powered system should be seriously considered as the first
large (order of SO kWe or greater) power system to be placed on a lunar
base. With relatively minor modifications, the major one being addition of
I a cooled side shield, the proposed 100 kWe product of the SP-IO0 Programlikely could be adapted for use on a lunear base. If the original SP-IO0
Program requirements were met by this reactor system, the
I
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nuclear system would have significant cost advantages over solar
? _ photovoltaic. Scaling to 1 MWe systems would follow fairly easily.
J
Even without the major technology advances needed to meet completely the
I SP-IO0 Program requirements, near-term and/or proven technclogy couldproduce a nuclear system which would show a competitive advantage over "_'
solar photovoltaic. This derated system would meet current program goals on _
mass limits, but would require slightly more volume in the STS cargo bay _._?
i because of the use of complete]y fixed radiators, Selection of a staticpower conversion subsystem for the near-term..,tecn,ol_gy design was driven
partially by reliability concerns.
I . 7.Any followup studies which look at design of a system specifically for _;_,
lunar use would likely produce designs sig,_ificantlydifferent from those _
now under consideration for space power systems. For example, operation on
i the lunar surface in 1/6th earth g and with completely deployable radiators
put in place on site suggests strong alternatives to current proposed space
systems. Dynamic power conversion systems using the Rankine cycle and low
I temperature radiators would become very attractive. Use of lunar materialsfor shielding would decrease mass requirements significantly. A specific
goal would be to utilize the technology from the current space power
I reactor system in defining a large power system to be assembled on a lunarbase using automated machinery and robotics devices to the extent
feasible with year 2000 technology.
!
I
APPENDIX A - RADIATOR EPFECTIVENESS FOR SPACE REACTOR SYST_ USED ON LUNAR
I BASE
Since space reactors such as that being developed under the SP-IO0 Program _o
I are designed for use in free space, certain issues must be considered whenth r actor system is used near th lunar surface. The issue ad ressed i
this appendix is that of as-designed radiator effectiveness.
I The system will likely be oriented with the reactor down and the major axis
of the waste heat radiator cone vertical to the lunar surface. This
arrangement allows for possible nuclear radiation shielding using lunar
: I surface material, while also giving relatively good radiator geometry.
w Nevertheless, even with this arrangement the radiator will "see" the lunar
surface in the radiative heat transfer process.
I The surface will exhibit temperatures well above the equivalent sink
temperatures seen by a power system in LEO. At points on the lunar surface
I near the base of the radiator cone the heat load from the radiator islikely to be comparable to that from the sun at lunar noon.
The resulting surface temperatures near the reactor are thus expected to be
I significantly greater than 400K (usual high noon temperature) duringsustained reactor operation. This will reduce the effectiveness of the
waste heat radiator and produce a need for either an increased radiator
I area or a higher radiator temperature or both.
A.I Problem Geometr_ and Assu_tions
I Figure A.I shows the geometry of the main reactor radiator relative to the
lunar surface and identifies various symbols which are used in formulation
of the radiation heat transfer expressions. All parts of the lunar surface
I not directly under the base of the radiator cone were assumed to see asolar heat flux of 1.393 kW/m(squared). This corresponds to the solar flux
at the lunar noon. Both the radiator surface and the lunar surface were
I assumed to have an emissivity of unity. The inside of the upper part ofthe ra iator cone (effectively the "deployed" radiator section as proposed
by General Electric20) was assumed to be 60% effective as a radiator.
I The lunar surface was assumed to he essentially perfectly insulating,
i.e.
all energy absorbed from the sun or from the reactor radiator was totally
re-emitted. The radiator was assumed to have a uniform temperature. This
I is justified by designs which call for low temperature heat pipes coveringthe ex er or of the radiator and coupling the fixed and d ployed e tions.
I For a given set of calculations, the total thermal output from the radiatorwas fixed based on system design. The determination was then made of the
temperature field on the lunar surface and of the uniform radiator surface
temperature. These calculations require the development of rather
I complicated shape factors for differential areas on the lunar surface anddifferential areas on the radiator surface (again reference Figure A.I).
The differential view factors are defined by the following equations:
I
I
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Then, if Q is the total heat rejected and Es is the solar flux, the
i radiatortemperatur_Tr is given by
-T_ (_ _'_ S,_ _,_, _,_ es "_. .,{A_
The lunartemperaturedistributionis as foliows:
I _ : p__,_ + F_._, ¢-_ _ .. ,. (.)
I where O- _
i &%_ =. _:.,,;cav,.t._ (s'. (.)
D W' (_)
i .- Q * _,_,..rf •
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i The equations were verified by calculating the radiator temperature for
I large values of d2, which is the distant of separation of the base of thecone from the lunar surface. As d2 becomes very large, the radiator
temperatures should approach the value for radiation into free zero
l temperature space. This behavior was verified for all cases, i_
The results of two parameter studies in which the distance d2 was varied _
are summarized below. In general, the results show that the radiator _!i__
I temperature is not strongly effected by the presence of the lunar surface. _._
A.2 Analysis of Baseline Design of Reference 20 '_=i_
l In this analysis a total power of 2.1MW was assumed to be rejected from a
radiator cone with a bottom diameter of 1.28 m and a total axial length of _:_"
j 6.115 m. A plot of radiator temperature versus height of radiator above _ilunar surface is presented as Figure A.2. Notice that as the radiator is
moved farther and farther from the lunar surface, an asymtotic value of
approximately 803 K is approached. This is lower than the predicted 843 K
I of Reference 20 primarily because an emissivity of unity was assumed herefor the radiator surface. The most important point to note is that the
radiator temperature increases by onIv approximately 10 K as the radiator
I cone is moved from effectively an infinite distance to a height of only 1.5met r above the lunar surface. If desired, a short xtension to the
deployable radiator could be made to compensate for this temperature
increase. Lunar surface temperatures peaked near the base of the reactor
I at values less than 600 K. At distances of 10 m or greater from the base
of the cone, lunar surface temperatures were essentially that expected for
only solar heat flux.
I A.3 Lower Temperature Radiator Systems
I The possibility that rea:tor systems utilizing lower heat rejection
temperatures^might be more dramatically affected by the presence of thelunar surfac: motivated a set of calculations which apply roughly to the
"growth concept" of Reference 20. The total rejected power for this case
was 326kW. Total radiator area was slightly less than that of the case
i discussed in section A.2. The radiator temperature in free space was
approximately 580 K. For a radiator base elevation of 1.5 meters, this
I temperature increased to 597 K. Even in the extreme case of burying the
rea tor, shield, and heat exchanger and having the radiator bottom
essentiall3,- level with the lunar surface, the radiator temperature only
l increased to 604 K.
Thus, even for extreme cases treated in this section, the increase in main
radiator temperature, and therefore in overall system temperatures was not
l expected to be limiting. Slight increases in overall radiator area or
decreases in power rating of system would accommodate any anticipated ,_;
i problems.
I
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j APPENDIX B - BACKSCATTLKING EXPERIMENT
g
i B.I. Experiment Setup
I An experiment was performed to assess the radiation buildup behi,_ a
shadow shield due to backscatter off of a nearby surface. A wooden tripod
with pulley assembly was built as sL_)wnin Figure B.I. Paraffin and lead _'*
i shie]ds were fabricated and secured to the radiation sources as illustratedin Figure B.2.
A GM detector was used to detect gamma radiation. A B-IO detector , ;_
I with and without sleeve as shown in Figure B.3 was used to de_ect fast and _
thermal neutrons, respectively. A block diagram of the detector and _:_
counting system is given as Figure B.4. _
m
B.2. Experiment Procedure
I Measurements were first taken u_ing the neutron source. The sourceand par ffin shield were position d at various h ights above the ground (at
one foot increments). For each source height, the distance between the
i source and the detector was varied, and measurements were taken (30 secondcounts) with the fast neutron detector. Subsequently_ one minute counts
were taker_ at essentially the same locations with the thermal neutron
detector. (The distance between source and detector was measured from the
I bottom surface of the source to the bottom surface of the detector.)
Next the neutron source was replaced with the gamma source, and the
m neutron detector was replaceu with the gamma detector. Then the experimentoutlined above was rep ated for gamma me surem nts.
Background counts were taken at the end of each series of measurements1 for both the neutron and gamma detectors.
I
I
m p
U
I
I
I
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I Figure B.1. TrlpoL; c__ oulley assembly.
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m B.3. Results
The following pages show results obtained from the experiments with
I neutron and gamma sources. Figures B.5, B.6 and B+7 show counts vs.detector/source separation at different source heights. Table B.1 is a
tabulation of the experiment data. j
-+
TABLE B.I EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
A. Pu-Be Source (10.Ci)
_m
I i. Fast Neutron Measurements: i
Background = 214 c/30 sec
I Source Detector Counts/30 Second
Separation Ift) Minus Background +
I Source ,leight= 0.0 ft 1.0 18261.5 1270
2.0 930
I 2.5 7333 0 499
3.5 337
m 4.0 3164.5 2535.0 213
m Source Height : 1.0 ft 1.0 8731.5 846
2.0 510
I 2.5 5583.0 344
3.5 348
4.0 276
l 4.5 2225.0 237
l Source Height = 2.0 ft 1.0 6242 4
3.0 238
I 4.0 191
Source Height = 3.0 ft 1.0 410
2.0 256
m 3.0 133
source Height = 4.0 ft 1.0 348
m 1.5 289
+,
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2. Thermal Neutron Measurements:
I Background = 60 c/60 sec
L
_ Source/Detector Counts/63 3ecohd "
! Separation _ft) Minus BicL__round ,...
r
Source Height = 0.0 ft 2.0 155, _id 3.0 9,,2
J 4.0 641
5.0 ,..7
I 6.0 4_77.0 272 -._:
Source Heioht = 1.0 ft 2.0 806 _Q| 3.0 S.R7i 4.0 _bO
5.0 379
I 6.0 279
Source Height = 2.0 ft 2.0 643
i 3.0 4204.0 330 m
5,0 255
I Source Height : 3.0 ft
2.0 577
3.0 359
4.0 276
i Source Height = 4.0 ft 2,0 505
3.0 340
!
B. Co-60 Source 193 mCi)
I Gamma Measurements:
_ Background : 700 c/30 sec
i Source/Detector Counts/30 Second
Separation ift) Minus BackQround
I Source Height : 0.0 ft 1.0 37578
2.0 13665
3.0 6276
I 4.0 3590
5.0 2334
6.0 1650
m 7,0 895
Source Height = 1.0 ft 1.0 12982 ,.
2.0 6173 I_,.
I 4,0
2173
5,0 1459
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i Source/Detector Counts/30 Secondeparation Ift) Minus Backgrou
Source Height = 2.0 ft _
I 1.0 7332 _;'2.0 _220 :_
3.0 1805 _'
I 4.0 12635.0 861
_, Source Height = 3.0 ft
1.0 :.,495
I 2.0 2174 -_,_3.0 1308 -,
4.0 811
Source Height = 4.0 ft 1.0 4523
2.0 1691
i _.0 916
Source Height = 5.0 ft 1.0 4488
2.0 1377
%
I .
_r
I
I
|
I
I
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FigureB.5. Fast neutroncount rates measuredas a function
I of seperationdistancebetweenbase of source 'and base of detec orat diff rentsourceheights
above ground.
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I Figure B.6. Thermal neutron count rates _asure_ a_ a function
of seperation distance between base of source and
I base of detector at different source heights aboveground.
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II Tables B.2, B.3, and B.4 show coefficients for curve fits (using least _squares m thod) to the points n in F gures B.5, B.6, and B.7. The d ta
were fitted according to the following formulas,
I in(y) : l_ai (Inx)i (I) i
I ,6 :_r2 = _" e_2 (2)
._ 4.m-n-i
!
where,
I number of countsY
x = the detector/source separation (ft)
_ -_r-2..the square of ti_estandard deviation
I N = number of datan = degree of the polynomial
ei: deviation between actual and fitted curve values
!
i TABLE B.2 FAST NEUTRON DATA EMPIRICAL FIT
Source Height (ft) Polynomial Coefficients
I ao al a2 p
i 0.0 7.5232 -0.76558 -0.37598 0.505xi0-21.0 6.8257 -0.46008 -0.28067 0.16x10-I
2.0 6.5021 -0.88039 0.0 O.1lx10-1
3.0 & 4.0 5.9796 -0.87745 0.0 0.49x10-2!
I TABLE B.3 THERMAL NEUTRON DATA EMPIRICAL FIT
I Source Hei)ht (ft) Polj/nomialCoefficients
ao al a2
m 0.0 8.2821 .0.13244xi01 0.0 0.528xi0-21 6 90 0 79627 -i _ 3421 337
2.0 7.1628 .0.99814 0.0 0.337xi0-3
m 3.0 & 4.0 6.9698 -0.99257 0.0 0.308x10-2
I
I TABLE B.4 GAMMA DATA EMPIRICAL FIT
!.!
Source Height (ft) Pol_/nomialCoefficients
I ao al a2 _ ;_
0o o o
2.0 8.9002 - 1. 1026 -.0o 13674 O. 64x 10-3
3.0 8°6233 -1.3602 0o0 0.131x10-2
| 4.0 s.o  .a9 7 -1.4a33 0.0 0.6aSx10-2
B.4 Discussion _I
Note that at the maximum source heights where data was taken, the best
fit polynomial is a linear curve in the above tables. The gradients for
I those linear curves are -0.88, -0.99, and -1.48. For the ideal case atvery large source heights, the contribution from backscattering should be
negligible. This, combined with the assumption of an isotropic point
m source, which would only apply at very large source to detector distances,hould result in counts which are proportional to the inv rse square of the
separation distance between detector and source; thus on a log-log plot,
the counts vs. distance curve for the ideal case would be a straight line
I slope anticipated is partially confirmed in the
of 12 _ O_ This behavior
:_ experiment, since the empirical fit for the gamma data produces a linear
curve of slope -1.5. For the results involving fast neutrons, the
1 anticipated behavior is also recognizPd for measurements with separation
II distances greater than 2 feet. At maximum source height the slope
_ calculated using only the data with source/detector separations greater
_ i than 2 feet is -1.62. For thermal neutrons, the experimental results do| not show the tendency toward inverse square dependence as in the case of
gammas and fast neutrons. This is probably due to thermal neutron buildup
in the shield as fast neutrons are thermalized. However as indicated by
I Figures B.8, B.9, and B.IO (plots of count rates forVS. source heightfixed source/detector separation) all the measured count rates approach
asymtotic values at source heights of 4 feet. These results show chat
I backscattered radiation at this source-to-ground distance is negligible,assuming th me sured count rates are fr m adiation passing through the
shield and noc from "sky shine".
I The shield thickness of typical suggested SP-IO0 designs is the order
of 75 cm, and th_ composition of the shield is lithium hydride and
tungsten, This is qui';edifferent from the 20 rm of paraffin used in the
I experiment. Therel_ore,an attempt was made to extrapolate the experiment
data for fast neutron and gamma backscattering to the SP-lO0 situation ,_-_
using simple removal cross sections and assuming an isotropic point
I source. This analysis did not produce satisfactory results, and werecommend a new set of experime ts and/or detailed Monte C_ lo calculations I_L':Y'_',
to resolve this issue. I_I_'
!
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FigureB.8. Fast neutroncount rates measuredas a function
of heightof sourceabove ground. Base of
I detectorwas locatedone foot from base of source.
Curve fit: ]n y --5.87+ 3.22 exp (-x)- 1.59exp (-2x)
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of heightof sourceabove ground. Base of detector
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